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Current problems
State pension

Too low, too complex 
Very unfair to women and carers – archaic rules
Over reliance on mass means testing – pension credit
State pension system undermining private savings

Private pensions
Insufficient incentives, expect for top rate taxpayers
Coverage falling as employers close final salary schemes
Company pensions and private pensions scandals
Lack of confidence and trust
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Aims of reforms
Simplify and improve state system - affordably
Remove unfairnesses
Establish consensus for long-term sustainable solution
Promote personal responsibility
Encourage new retirement savings culture
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Problems of state pension reform 
proposals

Half-way house compromise
Still reliant on regressive NI contributions - myth of 
contribution principle – really a tax

Tweaking contribution criteria helps women but not enough
Still about the lowest and most complex state system

Basic state pension to fall further before rising after 2012
Contracting out waste of resources

Confusing, inadequate rebates
Still around 40% of pensioners on means testing

Still many in poverty, penalises private income
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Problems of private pension 
reform proposals

Dumb down employer contributions – maximum 3%!
Won’t deliver good pension

Key criteria: minimise cost, maximise competition
Low cost does not ensure good pension

Suitability and mis-buying with mass means-testing/debts
How will individuals choose?

We’ve seen this before – Governments desperate to 
increase pension contributions, reluctant to explain risks
Will not restore confidence – who will trust Government?

Final salary Financial Assistance Scheme fiasco
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Test 1: Fairness?
A step in the right direction

Improve women’s position
But still depends on work or ‘credits’ with qualification 
criteria

Still penalises private savings with means test
Women will lose out more than men, if earn less from 
working lifetime

Still favours top rate taxpayers
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Test 2: Personal responsibility?
Not really

Auto-enrolment tackles some of the inertia
May get short-term increase in contributions, but at 
expense of lower employer contributions in long-term
Pensions still may not be suitable investments
Will not generate a new retirement savings culture
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Sustainability?
No

Not a long-term solution, will need more change
More concerned with short-term headlines
Too complex, too much means testing
Private pensions still under pressure
Confidence and trust still lacking
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Simplicity?
No
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Affordability
Yes!
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A more radical, sustainable 
solution?

Citizens pension (join BSP and S2P, end pension credit)
Perhaps start at age 75

Funded by reassigning current spending – no new money 
Contracting out rebate/higher rate relief/NI ceiling/women SPA

State pension to provide social welfare
Minimise means testing, end poverty, fair for women

Private pensions or earnings no longer penalised
Flexible, gradual retirement, not one age

Clear message to individuals and financial companies
If want more than minimum, must do something, safe to save 
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Summary
Can’t reform private pensions without radical state reform

State social welfare underpin not to penalise private savings
Individuals responsible for extra either savings/part-time work 

Residents pension for private savings to flourish again
Age 75? - no annuities, means test penalties, poverty

Funded from existing budget, redeploy current spending
Dangers of auto-enrolment with mass means tests
Could even make things worse

Dumbing down of employer pensions
Not radical enough – not sustainable in long term


